Recommended tools for DIY and electronics

Who visits our Do-It-Yourself workshops needs some tools. You don't need special or
expensive stuff. Here's a list of good materials. Soldering iron and solder wire are
essential, the rest is an option.
Nearly all this tools are available at Conrad Elektronik and Voelkner. In many cities there's a
Conrad shop, which is a good thing for last minute actions, but the soldering irons there are
completely overpriced. If you have the chance and time to order it, use Voelkner or Ersa-Shop.
With the tools from this list you will have solid basic equipment that will last for some years.
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Hand soldering iron
Soldering stations are fine, but if you want travel with small baggage, better use a 230V hand
sodering iron.

•

A cheap beginners iron is the Ersa-30-S (30 Watt) for about 25€. You´ll get it at Ersa Shop,
Voelkner or Conrad. We recommend to buy this
tip for the iron and use it instead of the original
one.

•

Who wants to invest into the future and better solder connections, should buy this
temperatute controlled iron PTC-70 (75 Watt) for about 60€, for which a whole bunch of
different tips are available. You get it at Ersa Shop, at Voelkner or Conrad. We absolutely
recommend to buy the tip 0842SD and use it instead of the original one, it is way better!
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Solder wire
As the times of leaded solder are over, use a good lead free solder wire with
flux inside. We recommend Stannol Flowtin TC Sn99Cu1 with a melting point of
227°C but most other will do.
Price: ca. 14€ at Voelkner or Conrad.
Elektronic wirecutter, Toolcraft
Highly recommended to all those who want to solder from time to time or really
start into DIY.
Pice: ca. 10€ at Voelkner or Conrad.

De-soldering pump, Toolcraft ZD-190
If you messed up some connections, you can heat it up again and suck the solder off with this
tool. Very helpful thing.
Price: ca. 4,99€ at Voelkner or Conrad.
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3rd hand, Toolcraft ZD-10H
Quite helpful, specially beginners might get better results with a holder, because
the board can´t move and wander around. Also the m agnifying glass is not too

bad for people with bad eyes.
Price: ca. 10,99€ at Voelkner and Conrad.
Dry cleaner
Top invention to clean the tip of the iron. 100 times better than a wet sponge.
A pot cleaner made from metal which is put into a glass does the same job but
is cheaper. Price: ca. 7,99€ at Voelkner or Conrad.

LED-Spot, Ikea „Jansjo“
Light is extremely important when soldering. This spot with holder or USBSpot fits in every pocket and lights up your working area.
Price: 9,99€ / 3,99€
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